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ATLAS Upgrade 
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Trackers 
•  All silicon trackers 
•  High granularity 
•  Coverage up to |´|= 4 

Timing detector 
•  High Granularity Timing Detector  
•  2.5 < |´| < 4.2 

Calorimeters 
•  New HV suppliers 
•  New FE/BE electronics 
•  Higher granularity 

Muons 
•  New RPC chambers in inner barrel 
•  New small wheels 
•  New FE/BE electronics 
•  Muon 2.7 < |´| < 4.0 tagging (?) 



Upgrade Schedule 
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Phase-I 
(2019-2020) 

Phase-II 
(2024-2025) 

•  Starting from Run 3, requirements will go beyond design specifications 

•  Try to improve (or at least maintain) performance of present detectors 

Now 



Tracking 



Trackers (Phase-II) 
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!  New all-silicon tracking system 

•  Pixel detector at small radius close to the 
beam line 

•  Large area strip tracker surrounding it 

!  Extension up to |´| = 4 

!  Total of  > 13 hits per track  

!  60 millions channels (~ 10 times more electronic) 

!  Better performance of the current detector, but in a 
much harsher environment! 

"  Barrel: 5 layers of pixel followed by 2 short-strip layers of paired stereo modules, then 2 long-
strip layers of paired stereo modules 

"  Endcaps: 6 strip disks and a number of pixel rings leading to one or more hits depending on the 
ring layer and ´ position 

!  High track reconstruction efficiency – low fake rate ( > 99 % eff ; fake rates < 1 %) 

!  For µ with pT > 3 GeV; > 85 % for pions/electrons with pT > 1 GeV 



Calorimeters 



Calorimeters (Phase-I) 
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LAr 

!  New front-end and back-end boards 

!  Increased trigger granularity: 

 # ¢´ £ ¢Á = 0.025 £ 0.1 

!  Improved trigger performance (despite higher luminosity and pile-up) 

•  Better background rejection # low trigger rate  

•  Higher geometrical resolution # low threshold 
 

Level 1 Calo 

!  New feature extractor boards 

!  More refined processing of the electromagnetic calorimeters information at higher 
granularity 

!  Better discrimination between jets, photons and taus  

ATLAS-TDR-022-2013



Calorimeters (Phase-II) 
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LAr 
!  Current electronic not compatible with Phase-II 

(trigger rate, latency) 

!  Radiation hardness above original design 

•  New FE, BE 

•  Full granularity FE digital data sent at 40 MHz to back-end  

Tile 
!  Need better tolerance to higher radiation, finer trigger granularity, better precision 

!  Detector ageing exceeds original design 

•  New electronics 

$  High speed optical communication 

$  Reduced modularity 

Level 0 calorimeter trigger 
!  High granularity full data from LAr and Tile 

!  Possible input from new timing detector 



HGTD (Phase-II) 
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!  4 Si Low Gain Avalanche Diodes (LGAD)  

!  Time resolution ~ 30 ps/mip (~ 60 ps/mip/layer) 

!  Located in front of the EMEC/FCAL 

!  Z = ± [3435, 3485] mm 

!  2.4 < |´| < 4.2 (Rmin = 11 cm ; Rmax = 64 cm)  

 

"  Used for: 

•  Offline pile-up mitigation 

•  Improve the performance of e/°, jet and ET
miss  

•  Lower trigger threshold 

•  Sort track by time (reduce confusion in tracking 
and particle flow) 

•  Luminosity ad minimum bias trigger 



Muons 



Muons 
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Phase-I 
!  New endcap Small Wheel: 5 m radius, 1.3 < |´| < 2.7 

•  It will reduce fake muon triggers in the endcaps 

!  Additional RPC 

!  16 MDT replaced with sMDT 

Phase-II 
!  Increase the RPC barrel coverage 

$  2 external sTGC quadruplets 

$  2 internal MicroMega quadruplets   

•  Large eta tagger (up to |´|=4) 

!  New detectors:  

•  Inner barrel RPC + sMDT 

•  TGC 



What About the ATLAS 
Upgrade Plans for LLPs?  



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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!  Hardware based track trigger seeded by L0?  (no need to wait for Phase-I/II!) 

•  If particle is charged and heavy # heavily ionizing # large charge deposited in the pixel 
detector  

From S. Pagan Griso 

•  Pixel front-end chip could potential 
send a signal if hit over pre-defined 
threshold for the given module (local 
information only!)  

•  Idea presented at LBL LLP workshop 
on trigger 

!  All Silicon Tracker (ITk) 

•  Allow vertex reconstruction for longer lifetimes? 
(current large radius tracking cannot go beyond the 
beginning of SCT, ~ 30 cm). See Margaret L. talk! 

Inner tracking 



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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Inner tracking 

!  Standard tracking is highly efficient for prompt tracks 

!  What happens with a LLP decay? 

!  Lots of hits not associated to any track 

$  Count the Pixel and SCT hits associated and not associated to standard tracks in a 
cone around the jet direction # could allow to trigger LLPs in the Inner Tracker 

$  Studies done...need man power to implement it 

1 Fraction of hits not associated to tracks 
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Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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!  MET/Jet + late-muon (next BCID) trigger   

•  Useful for heavy LLP 

•  Use L1Topo to combine (low) jet/MET 
threshold with late muon 

Calorimeters, IGTD 

!  Use of time-of-flight on calorimeter / HGTD! 

•  HGTD cover ´ from 2.5 to 4.2. Less interesting area for many LLP searches, but 
interesting for searches for quirks (?) that are currently quite difficult because of their 
strange track features (expected in the more forward region of the detector) 

•  Potentially quite useful to trigger LLPs if the coverage can be extended to the barrel 

$  Need to understand how to deal with pile up 
and prompt IP tracks that end up in jet cone and 
give a smear of times 

$  Jet cone may help ID tracks from IP and remove 
them and could give a way of removing pile up 
that originates away from IP 

From A. Schwartzman 



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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!  MET-based triggers are important for many BSM searches, especially in                                  
SUSY  (neutral LSP particle escaping detection) 

•  For some analysis we expect a lot of MET, but we need to keep a relatively low MET trigger 
threshold  

•  How are MET thresholds impacting our sensitivity?  

•  Can we use our upgraded detector to improve MET? 

!  LAr/ Tile full 40 MHz readout and full granularity for L0/L1 trigger  

•  MET trigger augmented by tracking trigger ?   

Calorimeter (MET) 



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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!  Exploring an MVA technique to identify where the LLP decayed looking at                            
the fraction of energy deposited in each of the HCal layers 

Calorimeter (displaced jets in HCal) 

From Rachel Rosten 

MVA Regression 

Lxy 
Lz 

Target Variables 

Layer energy fractions 
η 

Training Variables 

Lxy
MVA 

Lz
MVA 

!  Improvement on BIB rejection  

$  Dedicated trigger that contains an algorithm to reject BIB which uses HCal layer 
information is already running 

$  Finer granularity would improve this rejection  

!  Dependence on <µ> # on-going studies 



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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!  Muon detectors 40 MHz readout and improved coverage  

•  High resolutions MDT enters into L0/L1 trigger  

•  Can we improve RoI Cluster Trigger? 

$  Higher number of RoI in the cluster # can allow to trigger wider objects (emerging 
jets, etc) 

•  Other ideas? 

Muons 



Some Upgrade Ideas (Not a Complete List!) 
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Exploit ideas similar to b-jet triggers 

!  b-tagging not efficient for tracks with large impact parameters 

!  Algorithms highly tuned for b-tagging purposes 

!  Some tracks from a LLP decay will be highly displaced but with not too large impact parameter 

!  Dedicated hypothesis algorithm could be promising 

 

Explicit displaced vertex reconstruction at trigger level 

!  Requires efficient tracking at large impact parameters 

!  Prohibitive at the trigger level 

!  FTK tracks can help in 2018? Can we devote ~ 10 % of FTK to displaced signatures? 


